
From: Abra C Zobel
To: Mike Murray
Cc: Britta Muiznieks; Thayer Broili
Subject: Information requests
Date: 01/26/2009 09:58 AM

Mike -
 
There was no map of the closure at Hatteras Inlet because there is no resource closure.
There are only brown LE carsonite indicating No ORV Access around the vegetation. There
was a mistake in the PIPL report which we have now fixed.
 
I'd like to prioritize your other requests, as I'm out of the office all day tomorrow for an
appointment.
 
The South Beach Aerial photo map will be done within an hour.
 
As I understand it, you would like maps similar to the "ORV routes and Pedestrian Areas"
maps with the aerial photos beneath. I estimate that will take approximately 6 hours. If
you want to print poster sized maps they should really be formatted that way as blowing
the image up may make it less legible. That will take some additional time for each
seperate map, maybe 3 hours. Showing the bird closures and turtle activity on the same
maps should only add a couple hours. COB on Wednesday is reasonable if this is the
priority for my workload.
 
I'm not sure I entirely understand the other aspect of this request. What I gather is that
you would like transparent overlays (poster sized) of turtle nesting and false crawls, and
bird closure locations, for 2007 and 2008. I can do this. It may take longer. I have
transparency for the plotter, but changing the maps so they print like overlays will take
an hour or two, and the plotter prints very slowly. I'd guess I need about 6 hours to do
that. If it can be the end of the week it shouldn't be a problem to do this at all.
 

Abra Zobel
-75.533557  35.246519
Cape Hatteras National Seashore
Resource Management Division
(252) 216 - 6954
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